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Introduction
The exponential growth of information on the internet causes users can get huge infor-
mation resources to dig up and collect. This flood of information causes users diffi-
culty accessing the desired information [1, 2]. Users have to spend more time and more 
energy finding the information they want, but users may not necessarily get satisfactory 
results. Fortunately, user behavior on e-commerce sites and other social networks can be 
recorded and be tracked, making it easier to analyze user interests [3, 4]. One of the tools 
to solve this problem in analyzing user interests is a recommendation system.

The recommendation system helps users get relevant items among millions of items 
in the database [5, 6]. The recommendation system’s main task is to offer users person-
alized item recommendations through information filtering. This system has become 
a commercial platform that recommends users to select the desired items. The recom-
mended items are useful to support users in various decision-making processes, such as 
what books to read, which locations to visit, what news to read, and more [7].
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Based on the utilized data source and computation method, the recommendation 
system is divided into three approaches collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, 
and hybrid filtering [6, 8]. The collaborative filtering approach uses the collaborative 
power of ratings given by users to make recommendations. The content-based filtering 
approach uses descriptive attributes of items to make recommendations. Meanwhile, the 
hybrid filtering approach combines several filtering methods to get a list of items accord-
ing to user preferences [9].

Collaborative filtering is the most popular, successful, and widely used among the 
above three recommendation system approaches [5, 10, 11] because it is simple, efficient, 
and has an acceptable accuracy level. Based on the advantages of this collaborative filter-
ing, several real-world systems have used this method, such as Amazon, MovieLens, and 
Netflix [8, 10, 12].

The collaborative filtering approach is categorized into two approaches, viz ranking-
oriented collaborative filtering and rating-oriented collaborative filtering [13, 14]. Rank-
ing-oriented collaborative filtering directly provides a preference order of items for users 
without predicting the  ratings of unrated items. In contrast, rating-oriented collabo-
rative filtering predicts the  ratings of unrated items based on rating information from 
other users [14]. The rating-oriented collaborative filtering approach is more widely pop-
ular because it is faster in generating recommendations than the ranking-oriented col-
laborative filtering approach.

The rating-oriented collaborative filtering approach is categorized into two methods, 
viz the model-based method and the memory-based method [8, 15, 16]. The model-
based method uses a rating database to build a model and uses the model to predict 
ratings of unrated items [17]. Some of the techniques that are often used to build mod-
els include clustering [18, 19], Bayesian network [20], Markovian factorization [21], and 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [22, 23]. Other sophisticated algorithms used 
model-based methods, such as combined  deep learning and graph analysis approach 
[24] and deformable convolutional network [25]. This model-based method has the 
drawback that its computational complexity is very dependent on the model.

The memory-based method uses the rating database to calculate the similarity 
between users or similarity between items [26]. In its implementation, this method is 
divided into two techniques, namely User-Based Collaborative Filtering (UBCF) and 
Item-Based Collaborative Filtering (IBCF) [1, 2, 27]. The UBCF predicts ratings for all 
unrated  items based on user similarity, while the IBCF predicts ratings based on item 
similarity [28]. Some of the frequently used traditional similarities are Cosine Similar-
ity (COS), Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), and Jaccard [2, 8].

Several similarity improvements are continuously being proposed to increase the rec-
ommendation accuracy. Among them are Bhattacharyya’s similarity [16], the multi-level 
collaborative filtering similarity [29], the Triangle Multiplying Jaccard (TMJ) similarity 
[30], and the similarity integrating three impact factors, namely S1 , S2 , and S3 [2]. These 
similarity algorithms only consider user rating values to calculate user similarity. A simi-
larity algorithm was recently  proposed in [31] that combines similarity based on user 
rating value and similarity based on user behavior value, which requires genre data. The 
problem with this approach is incorporating only the genre data in calculating the user 
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behavior value. Thus, our motivation is to find the influence of other user behavior data 
on the recommendation accuracy.

Therefore, we aim to propose a new similarity algorithm called User Profile Correla-
tion-based Similarity (UPCSim). Instead of only considering  the genre data, this algo-
rithm also examines other user behavior data or precisely user profile data (namely age, 
gender, occupation, and location) on giving weights to the similarity values. In this algo-
rithm, the similarity weighting values are obtained by calculating the correlation coef-
ficients between the user profile data and the user rating or user behavior values. Thus, 
the contribution of our study consists of two things: 

1. The proposed UPCSim algorithm utilizes all user behavior data provided in the Mov-
ieLens 100K dataset to calculate the weights of similarity based on user rating value 
and similarity based on user behavior value.

2. The use of the UPCSim algorithm in a movie recommendation system is to classify 
similar user’s preferences using k nearest neighbors as a consideration in predicting 
unrated items.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the “Related work” section, we describe the 
earlier research that used the similarity algorithms in the memory-based method. Then, 
the  “Research method” section explains the proposed similarity algorithm in detail. 
The “Experiment” section present the experiment’s results using the MovieLens dataset 
and its discussion. Finally, the “Conclusion and future work" section provides some con-
clusions and suggestions for further research development.

Related work
Memory-Based method known as Memory-Based Collaborative Filtering (MBCF) is a 
prevalent recommendation method and is widely used in the commercial domain [16]. 
This method works by inputting the dataset, calculating similarity, determining the 
number of nearest neighbors who have similar interests, and calculating the predicted 
rating for unrated items. Among these processes, determining data similarity plays an 
essential part in improving an MBCF system.

The frequently used traditional similarity algorithms in recommendation systems 
are the Cosine similarity (COS) and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) [32]. 
To formulate the similarities, we assume that the user and item sets are defined as 
U = {u1,u2, . . . ,um} and I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} . The user rating  value matrix for the item 
set is denoted as R = [rui]

m×n , where m and n are the number of users and the number 
of items, respectively, and rui is the rating given by user u on item i.

The Cosine similarity formula between user u1 and user u2 is stated in (1) and the PCC 
similarity formula is specified in (2).

(1)Sim(u1,u2)
COS =

�ru1 .�ru2
��ru1�.��ru2�

=

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
ru1i.ru2i

√

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
r2u1i.

√

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
r2u2i
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In recent years, most  researchers focused more on developing a similarity algorithm 
between users/items because of its simplicity in computation. For example, Patra et al. 
[16] proposed a similarity algorithm known as Bhattacharyya similarity. Their proposed 
similarity uses all ratings made by a pair of users. The relevance between a pair of rated 
items used Bhattacharyya measure. Furthermore, Polatidis et al. [29] proposed a similar-
ity algorithm that increases PCC similarity, known as multi-level collaborative filtering. 
Their proposed similarity is an improvement in the PCC similarity by considering the 
number of co-rated items on several levels. Sun et  al. [30] proposed a similarity algo-
rithm by integrating the similarities of Triangle and Jaccard, known as TMJ similarity. 
The Triangle similarity calculates both the length and the angle of rating vectors between 
users, while the Jaccard similarity calculates unrated users. Feng et  al. [2] proposed a 
new similarity algorithm by integrating three factors of similarity impact, namely S1 , S2 , 
and S3 . S1 expresses the similarity between users, S2 calculates the number of co-rated 
items  less than the specified threshold, and S3 explains the weight of each user rating 
value. The four similarity algorithms proposed by previous researchers perform similar-
ity calculations based only on the user rating value data. However, using only user rat-
ing value data often causes the MBCF to result in improper inferences.

An illustration using the MovieLens dataset will explain how such MBCF can provide 
a wrong hypothesis when the inference process is only based on limited data/attributes. 
The MovieLens dataset stores some data, including movie data and rating data. Table 1 
contains examples of movie data that records the genres of existing movies. Each movie 
can have several genres. Meanwhile, Table 2 includes rating data that records user rating 
values for the movies. 

A scenario is given in Tables 1 and 2. User 1 likes to watch the animation genre and 
selects “Toy Story” movie, which is also categorized into two other genres, viz children 
and comedy. After watching the movie, User 1 gives a rating_value of 1 to the movie. The 
rating_value ranges from 1 (really dislike) to 5 (really like). If the MBCF infers a hypoth-
esis solely based on the given low rating_value, the implication will be User 1 really dis-
likes the animation genre, which is not the case.

Thus, the MBCF may involve not only the rating_value data but also the behavior_
value data for a better inference result. Table 3 summarizes the data in Tables 1 and 2 
and provides information about the user, movie_title, rating_value given to movie_title, 
movie_title’s genres, and movie_title genre’s scores.

(2)Sim(u1,u2)
PCC =

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
(ru1i − ru1).(ru2i − ru2)

√

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
(ru1i − ru1)

2.
√

∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
(ru2i − ru2)

2

Table 1 Examples of movie data

id_movie movie_title Genre

1 Toy Story Animation, Children, Comedy

2 Lion King Animation, Children, Musical

3 Ghost in the shell Animation, SciFi

4 Angels and Insect Drama, Romance

5 Wallace and Gromit Animation
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Meanwhile, Table 4 accumulates each genre’s scores in Table 3, showing the relation-
ship between users and their genre preferences captured in the behavior_value data. The 
behavior_value data will be the new attribute in the recommendation process.

As previously mentioned, an MBCF that only uses rating_value data in the inference 
process using Tables 1 and 2 will give a wrong hypothesis of “User 1 really dislikes the 
animation genre”. Therefore, using Table  4 that involves user behavior_value data, the 
MBCF will provide a better hypothesis of “User 1 likes the animation genre”. It happenes 
because User 1 watches the animation genre four times.

Similarly, User 2 will get a wrong hypothesis of “User 2 really likes the animation 
genre” when MBCF only involves rating_value data (User 2 gives a rating_value of 
5  to Movie 1) in the inference process using Tables 1 and 2. This statement contra-
dicts the subsequent conclusion involving the behavior_value data in Table  4 that 
results in the hypothesis of “User 2 really dislikes the animation genre”, because User 
2 watches the animation genre one time.

Based on the previous scenario, MBCF will get better recommendation accuracy 
if it uses rating_value data and behavior_value data. To adopt this user behavior, Wu 
et al. [31] proposed a new similarity by combining similarity based on the user rat-
ing value and similarity based on user behavior value  which extracts implicit user 

Table 2 Examples of rating data

id_user id_movie rating_value

1 1 1

1 2 1

1 3 1

1 5 1

2 1 5

2 4 5

Table 3 Summary of movie data and rating data

id_user movie_title rating_value Genre Score

1 Toy Story 1 Animation 1

Children 1

Comedy 1

1 Lion King 1 Animation 1

Children 1

Musical 1

1 Ghost in the shell 1 Animation 1

SciFi 1

1 Wallace and Gromit 1 Animation 1

2 Toy Story 5 Animation 1

Children 1

Comedy 1

2 Angels and Insect 5 Drama 1

Romance 1
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behavior information  in assessing the item type (genre). Their proposed similar-
ity algorithm is known as the user score  probability collaborative filtering (UPCF), 
as shown in (3).

Sr ( u1,u2 ) is the similarity between the  user u1 and user u2 calculated by the UBCF 
method, β is the threshold (which is between 0 to 1) that can be set to the average value 
of the similarity of all the users who are similar to the active user u1 , and Sb is defined in 
(4) by referring to (2) .

Gu1 and Gu2 are the set of item types (genres) rated by user u1 and user u2 respectively. 
Pu1g and Pu2g are the probability scores of item type g assessed indirectly by user u1 and 
user u2 respectively. Pu1 and Pu2 are the average probability scores of all item types rated 
by user u1 and user u2 respectively, and g is the type of item rated by both users.

The combination of the two similarities in the research conducted by Wu et al. [31] 
has several limitations. The calculation of similarity based on user behavior value only 
considers the item’s genre data without capturing the user profile. Based on this prob-
lem, some researchers used user profile data to indicate similar users’ preferences in 
recommender systems. For example, Al-Shamri [33] used three attributes of the user 
profile data (namely age, gender, and occupation) without involving the genre data to 
calculate the similarity between users in the demographic recommendation system. 
He conducted his experiment using the MovieLens 100K dataset. Each attribute of the 
user profile data was used to calculate its similarity and predictions. The final predic-
tion was aggregated using a simple average of all individual prediction based on each 
attribute. The results of his research showed that the MAE and RMSE values are 0.91 
and 1.22, respectively. Yassine et al. [34] used two user profile data attributes (namely 
gender and age). Their experiment utilized the MovieLens 100K dataset. They com-
bined the collaborative filtering with k-means based on each user profile  attribute. 

(3)Sim(u1,u2)
UPCF = βSr(u1,u2)+ (1− β)Sb(u1,u2)

(4)Sb(u1,u2) =

∑

g∈Gu1
∩Gu2

(Pu1g − Pu1).(Pu2g − Pu2)
√

∑

g∈Gu1
∩Gu2

(Pu1g − Pu1)
2.
√

∑

g∈Gu1
∩Gu2

(Pu2g − Pu2)
2

Table 4 User behavior values

id_user Genre behavior_
value

1 Animation 4

1 Children 2

1 Comedy 1

1 Musical 1

1 SciFi 1

2 Animation 1

2 Children 1

2 Comedy 1

2 Drama 1

2 Romance 1
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The combined method was used to cluster movies into several clusters and the user 
profile was utilized to find user segmentation. The resulting segmented users were 
then recommended with the resulting clustered movies using model-based collabora-
tive filtering with SVD.  The result of the  experiment showed that the F-measure of 
the k-means collaborative filtering on gender attribute and the k-means collaborative 
filtering on age attribute are 2.23 and 1.04, respectively.

Our study uses  all user profile data (namely age, gender, occupation, and location) 
because  age, gender, occupation, and location will influence the user’s interest in the 
item. As an illustration, young users would have different preferences from older users. 
Female users would have different preferences from male users. Users with technician 
job would have different preferences from users with lawyer job, and users living on 
the coast would have different preferences from users living in cities. Thus, we will use 
all the user profile data to find the weights of similarities based on user rating and user 
behavior values. The similarity weighting values are obtained by calculating the correla-
tion coefficients between the user profile data and the user rating or the user behavior 
values.

Research method
In this study, a similarity algorithm called UPCSim is proposed. This UPCSim algo-
rithm is embedded into an MBCF system, which was developed by Wu et al. [31]. Fig-
ure 1 details the proposed MBCF system.

We divide the system into four blocks: input, data preparation, the MBCF process, and 
output. The input block is the input dataset used in the MBCF system. The data prepara-
tion block consists of the data pre-processing stage, which results in a clean dataset. The 
data source includes the rating data and behavior data. While the behavior data used in 
Wu et al. [31] only employs the genre data (the green component in the data prepara-
tion block), our research also accommodates the user profile data (the red component in 
the data preparation block). The MBCF process block is the development of the MBCF 
method using the similarity weighting. The similarity weighting carried out by Wu et al. 
uses a threshold value ranging from 0 to 1 (the green component in the MBCF process). 
Our research’s similarity weighting uses the correlation coefficients  between the user 
profile data and the user rating or behavior values (the red component in the MBCF pro-
cess). Finally, the output block evaluates the UPCSim algorithm in the MBCF method.

The detail of our proposed UPCSim algorithm is explained as a similarity calculation’s 
component, which is presented in the “Similarity calculation” subsection. The detail of 
the developed MBCF system is described in “The developed MBCF system” subsection.

Similarity calculation

In this study, we divide the similarity calculation between users into three components. 
The first s the Sr similarity calculation component (shown in the dashed blue box). The 
second is the Sb similarity calculation component (shown in the dashed green box). 
Finally, the UPCSim component (shown in the dashed red box) gives weights to both 
similarities. Figure 2 illustrates he three components in our similarity calculation. 
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Each component in Fig. 2 is described as follows.

Sr similarity

The Sr similarity component is the similarity calculation based on the user rating value. 
As an example of the similarity calculation, we used the MovieLens 100K dataset. The 
initial stage in calculating the Sr similarity is performed by reading the rating data from 
the resulted pre-processing data. Based on the rating data, we obtain a user rating value 
matrix of order 943× 1682 . The number 943 represents the number of users, and the 
number 1682 represents the number of movies in the dataset, shown as follow.

R =







R11 R12 R13 R14 · · · R1_1682

R21 R22 R23 R24 · · · R2_1682

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
R943_1 R943_2 R943_3 R943_4 · · · R943_1682







Input MovieLens Dataset

Data Preparation

Data pre-processing

Data Source

genre [31] user profilerating
behavior

Output Evaluation of Rating Prediction (MAE and RMSE)

MBCF Process

Similarity based on 
user rating value (Sr)

Similarity based on 
user behavior value (Sb)

UPCSim
threshold

[31]

Similarity Weighting

Similarity Calculation
(Proposed Algorithm)

k-nearest
neighbors

rating
prediction

Prediction

Fig. 1 The developed MBCF system
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R943_1682 is the user rating value given by the 943rd user for the 1682nd item. The values 
of R11 to R9431682 range from 0 to 5, with a value of 0 indicates the user unrated the item.

After forming the user rating value matrix, the next step is to calculate the Sr similar-
ity using the Cosine similarity formula referred to (1). The final result of the Sr similarity 
calculation forms the Sr similarity matrix of order 943× 943 , shown as follow.

S1_943 is the similarity value based on the rating between the 1st user and the 943rd user.

Sb similarity

The Sb similarity component is the similarity calculation based on the user behavior 
value. This behavior value is obtained by finding the relationship between rating data and 
item data. In the MovieLens 100K dataset, the rating data describes the user rating value 
of each movie. Meanwhile, the item data represents the movie title data containing the 
genre information of each movie. Each movie title can include several genres. For exam-
ple, the movie “Toy Story” has animation, children, and comedy genres.

Sr =







S11 S12 S13 · · · S1_943
S21 S22 S23 · · · S2_943
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

S943_1 S943_2 S943_3 · · · S943_943







Data Source:
Rating, Item, User

read the rating value read the rating and item data

generate the rating matrix
relate the rating and item data, delete 
some attributes, data aggregation, and
generate the user behavior value matrix

count probability of user behavior 
value matrix to generate user 

behavior probability matrix

calculate similarity based on user
behavior value (Sr) by using the user 

behavior probability matrix

calculate similarity based on 
the user rating value (Sr) with 

cosine similarity

read the user data

calculate correlation coefficient (  )
between the user profile data and 

the user behavior value 

read the user data

calculate correlation coefficient
(  ) between the user profile data

and the user rating value

calculate the final similarity
S =   .Sr +   .Sb

Sb Similarity Sr Similarity

(  

  

UPCSim

Fig. 2 Flowchart of similarity calculation
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After formulating the user behavior value, the next process is removing some unused 
attributes from the relationship between the rating data and the item data, and then per-
forming data aggregation using the sum function grouped by user. These data aggre-
gation results are illustrated in the user behavior value matrix of order 943× 19 . The 
number 943 represents the number of users, and the number 19 represents the number 
of genres, shown as follow.

B943_19 is the 943rd user behavior value for the 19th genre, representing the total num-
ber of 19th genre watched by 943rd user. After forming the user behavior value matrix, 
the next stage is to calculate the probability of genre occurrence from the user behavior 
value matrix to produce a probability matrix of user behavior value using (5).

B(g) is the user behavior value for the target genre g, and N is the total number of users 
who give  rate to the target genre g. The illustration of the probability matrix of user 
behavior value is shown as follow.

P943_19 is the probability value of the 943rd user behavior for the 19th genre. The prob-
ability matrix of user behavior value is used for calculating the Sb similarity referring to 
(4). The results of the Sb similarity calculation forms a matrix of order 943× 943 , shown 
as follow.

S1_943 is the similarity based on the user behavior value between  the 1st user and the 
943rd user.

UPCSim

The UPCSim is a component of the similarity calculation using the UPCSim algorithm, 
which calculates the weights of both similarities ( Sr and Sb ) based on the user profile attrib-
utes viz age, gender, occupation, and location as provided in the MovieLens 100K dataset. 
The weights of these two similarities are calculated based on the correlation coefficient (R) 
using multiple linear regression.

The general formula of the multiple linear regression and correlation coefficient (R) are 
defined in (6) and (7), respectively.

B =







B11 B12 B13 · · · B1_19

B21 B22 B23 · · · B2_19

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
B943_1 B943_2 B943_3 · · · B943_19







(5)P =
B(g)

N

P =







P11 P12 P13 · · · P1_19
P21 P22 P23 · · · P2_19
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

P943_1 P943_2 P943_3 · · · P943_19







Sb =







S11 S12 S13 · · · S1_943
S21 S22 S23 · · · S2_943
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

S943_1 S943_2 S943_3 · · · S943_943
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Y is dependent variable, X is independent variables, a is a constant, and b is the regres-
sion coefficient for each independent variable. In our study, Y represents user rating 
value or user behavior value, and X denotes user profile data with four independent vari-
ables (namely age, gender, occupation, and location).

The weight of Sr similarity is obtained by calculating the correlation coefficient between 
the user profile data (age, gender, occupation, and location) and the user rating value and 
is denoted by α . The weight of Sb similarity is obtained by calculating the correlation coef-
ficient between user profile data (age, sex, occupation, and location) and the user behavior 
value and is symbolized by β.

After weighting both similarities, the next stage is to calculate the final similarity matrix 
by combining the weighted Sr and Sb similarities. The final similarity matrix S of order 
943× 943 between user u and user v is defined in (8).

S(u, v) is the final similarity between user u and user v. Sr(u, v) is the similarity based 
on user rating value between user u and user v. Sb(u, v) is the similarity based on user 
behavior value between user u and user v. α is the weight of the similarity Sr , and β is the 
weight of the similarity Sb.

The developed MBCF system

Based on the illustration shown in Fig. 1, this subsection describes each block of the 
developed MBCF system.

Input

The first block of the developed MBCF system is the input dataset. In this paper, we 
used the MovieLens dataset collected by the “GroupLens Study Group of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota” [35]. The dataset consists of several versions, including ml-100K, 
ml-1M, ml-10M, ml-20M, etc. In this experiment, we chose the dataset used in a pre-
vious study [31], namely ml-100K (MovieLens 100K). This ml-100K dataset contains 
several data files. Our study used 3 data files: rating data, item data, and user data.

The rating data consists of 100,000 ratings as rated by 943 users on 1682 movies. Each 
user has rated at least 20 movies. The rating values given by the users range from 1 to 5. 
A score of 1 expresses that the user really dislike the movie, while a score of 5 describes 
that the user really likes the movie. This rating data has a sparsity of 93.7% and a density 
of 6.3%. This rating data structure consists of user-id, movie-id, rating, and timestamp.

Item data contains information about items (movies). This item data structure com-
prises 24 attributes: movie-id, movie title, release date, video release date, IMDb URL, 
and 19 attributes of movie type (genre). Each item/movie can have several genres.

(6)Y = a+ b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + · · · + bnXn

(7)R =

√

b1
∑

X1Y + b2
∑

X2Y + b3
∑

X3Y + · · · + bn
∑

XnY
∑

Y 2

(8)S(u, v) = αSr(u, v)+ βSb(u, v)
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User data contains information about the user profile. This user data structure com-
prises five attributes: user-id, age, gender, occupation, and zip code (which describes 
the user’s location).

Data preparation

The second block is data preparation  to perform data pre-processing by reducing 
irrelevant attributes. These irrelevant attributes are the timestamp of the rating data, 
movie title, release date, video release date, and IMDb URL of the item data.

MBCF process

The third block of the MBCF system is the MBCF process. The MBCF process con-
tains two sub-blocks, namely the similarity calculation and the prediction.

The similarity calculation is the initial process used in the information filtering pro-
cess using the MBCF approach. In this study, the similarity calculation consists of 
three components: Sr similarity calculation, Sb similarity calculation, and the UPCSim 
algorithm. Subsection “Similarity calculation” already details these three components.

The prediction is carried out to provide a predicted rating for items that had not 
been rated by active users. This prediction’s initial stage is to determine the number 
(k) of the active user’s  nearest neighbors. k is an integer number representing the 
number of neighbors, ranging from 10 to 100 [2, 29–31]. After determining  the k 
value , the next stage is to predict the ratings of unrated items.

The formula to predict the rating for an item (i) unrated by an active user (u) is shown 
in (9) [2, 16].

pui represents the predicted rating value of user u to item i. r̄u and r̄v are the average 
ratings of user u and user v, respectively. rvi is the rating value given by user v to item 
i, S(u, v) is the final similarity between user u and user v, and NNu is the set of nearest 
neighbors to user u.

Output

The fourth block of the MBCF system is the output block. This block evaluates the UPC-
Sim Algorithm’s performance in predicting ratings for items unrated by any active user.

The most prevalent MBCF system measures include Mean Absolute Error (MAE), 
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), precision, and recall. Jalili et  al. [36] classified  the 
metrics for evaluating recommendation systems into two categories: prediction and clas-
sification metrics. The MAE and RMSE primarily evaluate prediction [37, 38], whereas 
precision and recall evaluate classification, for example evaluating top-N recommenda-
tions [3].

In this study, we adopt the MAE and RMSE to measure the UPCSim Algorithm’s pre-
diction. The MAE is the most widely used metric in recommendation systems using a 
collaborative filtering approach. It is used to estimate the average absolute deviation 

(9)pui = r̄u +

∑

v∈NNu S(u, v).(rvi − r̄v)
∑

v∈NNu |S(u, v)|
, v �= u
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between the actual and the predicted rating values. A lower MAE provides good recom-
mendation quality [39]. The formula for calculating MAE is defined in (10).

RMSE reflects the degree of deviation between the predicted rating and the actual rat-
ing. A lower RMSE is associated with highlevel prediction [40]. The RMSE formula is 
expressed in (11).

TN is the total number of predicted items. pui and rui represent the predicted rating and 
actual rating of the user u to item i, respectively.

Experiment
This section begins with the  “Experiment design” subsection that describes the dataset 
statistics and the experiment’s steps. Next, the “Experiment results and analysis” subsec-
tion explains the comparison between the proposed UPCSim algorithm and the previous 
similarity algorithms, namely the Cosine similarity algorithm and the UPCF similarity algo-
rithm. The comparison utilized the MAE and RMSE values of the developed MBCF system. 
Finally, the “Discussion” section provides conclusions from the experiment results.

Experiment design

We selected the ml-100K version of MovieLens in our study because this is a  cleaned-
up version dataset  (MovieLens removes  users who rate less than 20 items or who  have 
no complete user profile). Based on a literature study conducted by Bansal et al. [41] on 108 
research papers, 46% of research in recommendation system used the MovieLens dataset. 
The rest of the research used the Netflix dataset (8%), Last.fm (8%), Epinions (7%), Jester 
(7%), Amazon (4%), Microsoft Academic Search (4%), Flixter (4%), Yahoo WebScope (4%), 
Film Affinity (4%), and Movie Tweeting (4%).

The dataset constraint in our experiment is the dataset in the proposed algorithm does 
not contain only rating data but also information about the genre and the user profile data 
(namely age, gender, occupation, and location) to capture user’s preferences. The statistics 
of the ml -100K dataset is shown in Table 5. The challenge is its very high sparsity which 
reaches 93.7% because users only rate a few items. Thus, we predicted the unrated items 
using UPCSim and k nearest neighbor algorithm.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed UPCSim algorithm, the experiment design 
in this study implemented the following four steps:

The first step was to split the dataset into two parts, viz training data and testing data. The 
k-fold cross-validation method was applied with k=5 separating 80% of the dataset or train-
ing and the remaining 20% or testing. The training data are named train1, train2, train3, 
train4, and train5, and the testing data are called test1, test2, test3, test4, and test5.

The second step was to calculate the similarity matrix between users already explained 
in the "UPCSim" subsection. The Sr similarity was obtained based on the user rating value 

(10)MAE =
1

TN

∑

u∈U ,i∈I

|pui − rui|.

(11)RMSE =

√

1

TN

∑

u∈U ,i∈I

(pui − rui)2
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matrix, while the Sb similarity was acquired based on the user behavior value matrix. Both 
similarities were  then weighted with  correlation coefficients (R) of the  multiple linear 
regression analysis processes.

The third step was to calculate the predicted ratings for the testing data. The nearest 
neighboring k was selected based on the final similarity matrix. In this experiment, the k 
value increased from 10 to 100 with a 10-step increment.

The fourth step was to measure the proposed UPCSim algorithm’s prediction using 
the MAE and RMSE metrics.

The proposed and previous algorithms were coded using Python programming and 
were compiled using Jupiter notebook, which ran under Microsoft Windows 7 operating 
system. The experimental platform configuration is Intel® Core™ i7-4510U CPU @ 2.000 
GHz (4CPUs), 2.6 GHz, 16 GB memory.

Experiment results and analysis

This subsection aims to compare the proposed UPCSim algorithm’s performance when 
utilized in MBCF with the traditional Cosine similarity and the UPCF similarity. Per-
formance comparison of the three algorithms using iterations in the number of differ-
ent neighbors (range from 10 to 100) would yield the MAE and RMSE values. The first 
iteration used the train1 and test1 datasets, then the second iteration used the train2 and 
test2 datasets, an repeated until the fifth iteration.

Table  6 shows  the performance comparison of the average MAE of the three algo-
rithms. MAE_c is the average MAE value of the UBCF experiment using Cosine simi-
larity. MAE_p represents the average MAE value of the UBCF experiment using UPCF 
similarity, and MAE_ps explains the average MAE value of the UBCF experiment using 
the proposed UPCSim. MAE_ps-c denotes the difference between the MAE value using 
the proposed UPCSim and the MAE value using the Cosine similarity. Finally, MAE_
ps-p is the difference between the MAE value using the proposed UPCSim and the MAE 
value using the UPCF similarity.

Based on Table 6, an increase in the number of nearest neighbors will decrease MAE 
values in the UPCF similarity algorithm and the UPCSim algorithm. Meanwhile, the 
Cosine algorithm’s MAE value decreases from k = 10 to k = 60 . Thus, it shows that the 
number of nearest neighbors affecting the algorithm’s performance. The smallest MAE 
value is obtained in the UPCSim algorithm, which means that this algorithm’s predic-
tion error is the smallest. Thus, it can be said that the UPCSim algorithm is more reli-
able than others. Compared with the Cosine similarity, the UPCSim algorithm decreases 
MAE values ranging from 5.58 to 7.35%, with a decrease average MAE of 6.66% for 
all k nearest neighbors. Compared with the UPCF similarity, the UPCSim algorithm 
decreases MAE values ranging from 1.23 to 1.84%, with a decrease average MAE of 
1.64% for all k nearest neighbors. The average MAE values of the three algorithms are 
illustrated graphically in Fig. 3.

Table 5 The statistics of ml-100K dataset

Dataset #ratings #users #items #genre Ratings sparsity Ratings density

MovieLens 100K 100,000 943 1682 19 93.7% 6.3%
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Figure 3 shows the three algorithms’ MAE values decrease with an increasing num-
ber of nearest neighbors. At the beginning of the curves, the decline in MAE values is 
very sharp with the increase in the number of nearest neighbors, while at the end of the 
curves, the greater the number of nearest neighbors, the MAE values tend to be sta-
ble. It can be said that the number of nearest neighbors affects the MAE value, where 
the greater the number of nearest neighbors, the smaller the MAE value. With the same 
number of nearest neighbors, the MAE value of the UPCSim algorithm is always smaller 
than that of the other algorithms. In other words, the error between the actual rating 
and the predicted rating of the proposed UPCSim algorithm is the smallest.

Furthermore, Table 7 shows the comparison of the average RMSE values of the three 
recommendation algorithms. RMSE_c is the average RMSE value of the UBCF experi-
ment using Cosine similarity. RMSE_p represents the average RMSE value of the UBCF 
experiment using UPCF similarity, and RMSE_ps explains the average RMSE value 
of the UBCF experiment using the proposed UPCSim. RMSE_ps-c is the difference 
between the RMSE value based on the proposed UPCSim and the RMSE value based on 
the Cosine similarity. Finally,RMSE_ps-p represents the difference between the RMSE 
value based on the proposed UPCSim and the RMSE value based on UPCF similarity.

As can be seen in Table 7, when the number of nearest neighbors is the same, the aver-
age RMSE values of the UPCSim are always smaller than those of the other algorithms. 
However, an increase in the number of nearest neighbors results in decreased RMSE 
values in the three algorithms. This result shows that the number of nearest neighbors 
influences the RMSE values. The UPCSim algorithm produces the smallest RMSE val-
ues, which means that the proposed algorithm’s prediction error is the smallest and 
shows the  UPCSim algorithm’s superiority. Compared with the Cosine similarity, the 
UPCSim algorithm decreases RMSE values ranging from 6.24 to 8.17%, with a decrease 
average RMSE of 7.53% for all k nearest neighbors. Compared with the UPCF similar-
ity, the UPCSim algorithm decreases RMSE values ranging from 0.42 to 1.79%, with a 
decrease average RMSE of 1.4% for all k nearest neighbors. The three algorithms’ average 
RMSE values are illustrated graphically in Fig. 4. 

Figure  4 illustrates the effect of changes in the number of nearest neighbors on the 
RMSE values. Three algorithms show a decrease in the RMSE value first and tend to be 

Table 6 Comparison of the average MAE values of the three algorithms

Number of Neighbors MAE_c MAE_p MAE_ps MAE_ps-c MAE_ps-p

10 0.8227 0.7792 0.7669 0.0558 0.0123

20 0.8099 0.7631 0.7483 0.0616 0.0148

30 0.8051 0.7565 0.7410 0.0641 0.0155

40 0.8048 0.7551 0.7387 0.0661 0.0164

50 0.8043 0.7544 0.7369 0.0674 0.0175

60 0.8041 0.7535 0.7364 0.0677 0.0171

70 0.8049 0.7529 0.7359 0.0690 0.0170

80 0.8051 0.7526 0.7355 0.0696 0.0171

90 0.8056 0.7525 0.7347 0.0709 0.0178

100 0.8072 0.7521 0.7337 0.0735 0.0184

Average 0.8074 0.7572 0.7408 0.0666 0.0164
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stable when the number of neighbors is greater than 50. The RMSE value of the UPC-
Sim algorithm always shows the smallest value for each different number of neighbors. It 
indicates the UPCSim algorithm has the lowest error rate than the other two algorithms 
and confirms the UPCSim algorithm’s advantage.

In addition to evaluating the MAE and RMSE, this study also performed the UPCSim, 
UPCF, and Cosine algorithms’ execution time analysis. Table 8 shows the average execu-
tion time for these three algorithms. Note that the execution time in this experiment is 
the training time plus testing time. UPCSim requires a longer average execution time of 
0.91 seconds for the Cosine algorithm and 0.54 seconds for the UPCF algorithm. This 
result occurred  because UPCSim has a more complex algorithm  than the Cosine and 
UPCF algorithms.

Discussion

In this paper, we propose UPCSim algorithm in MBCF system. Our experiment results 
on the MovieLens 100K dataset show that UPCSim algorithm is comparable to UPCF 
algorithm with MAE and RMSE reductions of 1.64% and 1.4%, respectively. UPCSim 
algorithm also outperforms Cosine algorithm with MAE and RMSE reductions of 6.66% 
and 7.53%, respectively. These results can be obtained because UPCSim algorithm calcu-
lates the similarity weighting by involving more complete user behavior (genre and user 
profile) rather than only considers the genre attribute in UPCF algorithm. As a result, 
the prediction metric of the UPCSim algorithm is closer to the actual value.

UPCSim algorithm consists of three modules: the similarity calculation based on the 
rating value, the similarity calculation based on the user behavior value, and the weight-
ing calculation for each similarity. In our experiment, these three modules run sequentially 
on a single personal computer. Consequently, this calculation process will take a long time 
and significantly affect the system’s scalability. Several methods can overcome the system 
scalability problem for future works, such as parallel processing or distributed systems and 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the average MAE values of the three similarity algorithms using MovieLens 100K 
dataset
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clustering method, which reduces the large datasets. Distributed prediction models with 
big data technologies such as MapReduce, Apache Hadoop, and Apache Spark can also 
address large-scale data challenges.

The three modules in the UPCSim algorithm work using the static data-driven model 
principle. A data-driven model is a model of a system that is developed from the result of 
data analysis. The main concept is to find the relationships between the input and output 
without understanding the system’s physical behavior [42]. The first and second modules 
use the principle of similarity whose formulations refer to (1) and (4). The third module 
uses the similarity weighting principle whose formulation refers to (7). Thus, all these three 
modules use similarity formulations based on metric distance without capturing the sys-
tem’s physical behavior. Therefore, these three modules can be categorized into data-driven 
models. In other words, all modules produce output relying solely on their data characteris-
tics. Any added new variables will not change the algorithm model, adding another advan-
tage to the proposed UPCSim algorithm.

Table 7 Comparison of the average RMSE values of the three algorithms

Number of 
Neighbors

RMSE_c RMSE_p RMSE_ps RMSE_ps-c RMSE_ps-p

10 1.0417 0.9835 0.9793 0.0624 0.0042

20 1.0248 0.9643 0.9541 0.0707 0.0102

30 1.0189 0.9574 0.9453 0.0736 0.0121

40 1.0163 0.9558 0.9427 0.0736 0.0131

50 1.0162 0.9556 0.9393 0.0769 0.0163

60 1.0154 0.9547 0.9389 0.0765 0.0158

70 1.0162 0.9544 0.9383 0.0779 0.0161

80 1.0170 0.9543 0.9381 0.0789 0.0162

90 1.0173 0.9542 0.9364 0.0809 0.0178

100 1.0176 0.9538 0.9359 0.0817 0.0179

Average 1.0201 0.9588 0.9448 0.0753 0.0140

Fig. 4 Comparison of the average RMSE values of the three similarity algorithms using MovieLens 100K 
dataset
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Meanwhile, the static model is a model that represents a system at a certain point in time. 
It differs from the dynamic model that express system behavior over time [43]. As previ-
ously explained, UPCSim consists of three modules, all of which use static models.

The proposed UPCSim algorithm was also compared against the sophisticated model-
based method, such as combined deep learning and graph analysis approach [24]. There are 
several differences between the model-based method and the proposed UPCSim algorithm. 
The datasets used in the model-based method were Epinions and Ciao, which were used in 
only 4% of recommendation system studies. Meanwhile, the proposed research used the 
MovieLens dataset is that was used in 64% of the recommendation system studies. The 
attributes used in the model-based method were rating and social trust data, while the pro-
posed study used rating, genre, and user profile data. The size of the rating data in Epinions 
and Ciao are consecutively 6.65 times and 2.84 times larger than the rating data used in our 
study. These larger datasets led the model-based method to yield RMSE values of 0.9 for 
the Epinions dataset and 0.8 for the Ciao dataset. Nonetheless, our proposed research with 
a smaller dataset produced an RMSE of 0.94 and is still very competitive. Most researchers 
in deep learning-based recommendation systems as also used in [25] and [24] utilized large 
datasets such as Netflix, Amazon, Yelp, Ciao, and Epinions. Only a few researchers used 
the MovieLens dataset.  As a result, the deep learning studies follow what deep learning 
researchers understand deep learning methods are more suitable for big data recommenda-
tion systems. Meanwhile, the proposed study suits handling data sparsity as the k nearest 
neighbor algorithm can predict unrated items. Furthermore, the deep learning studies have 
black box characteristics and cause difficulty finding reasons why certain users have pref-
erences on specific items. Our proposed recommendation system successfully used the k 
nearest neighbor algorithm to segment users, making the system an explainable machine 
learning.

The weakness of the UPCSim algorithm is that a computational parallelization and dis-
tribution mechanism has not been developed. However, this can be done because the algo-
rithms used in UPCSim are similarity, multiple linear regression, and k nearest neighbor. 
The three algorithms can naturally be parallelized and distributed.

Table 8 Comparison of the average execution time of the three algorithms

Number of Neighbors time_cosine time_UPCF time_UPCSim

10 3.67 4.51 4.78

20 3.91 4.48 4.82

30 4.21 4.60 5.02

40 4.42 4.70 5.27

50 4.82 5.01 5.68

60 5.08 5.28 5.99

70 5.10 5.37 6.02

80 5.25 5.38 6.10

90 5.29 5.38 6.15

100 5.25 5.81 6.28

Average 4.70 5.07 5.61
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Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we focus on improving the recommendation accuracy of the previous 
state-of-the-art algorithms. We proposed the UPCSim algorithm that accommodates 
user profile data for calculating the similarity weighting to capture the user preference 
more accurately. A new weighting schema is also generated for similarity based on user 
rating and user behavior values. The weighting values are obtained by calculating the 
correlation coefficients between the user profile data and the user rating value or user 
behavior value. The use of UPCSim algorithm in our MBCF system shows a recom-
mendation improvement over the state-of-the-art algorithm with a decrease of MAE by 
1.64% and RMSE by 1.4%.

The advantage of the UPCSim algorithm comes from the employment of three simi-
larity modules (similarity based on user rating value, similarity based on user behavior 
value, and similarity weighting), which work based on metric distance without captur-
ing the physical behavior of the system. Therefore, all modules produce output merely 
depending on their data characteristics. As a result, the UPCSim algorithm can add 
new variables without changing the system model as the user profile attribute increases. 
However, the UPCSim algorithm consumes more time compared with the previous 
algorithms.

In future studies, clustering methods can overcome scalability problems due to the 
larger number of datasets to reduce computation time. Besides that, it is also necessary 
to consider parallel processing and big data technology in large-scale data.
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